Solitary foraging insects display stunning navigational behaviours in visually complex natural 20 environments. Current literature assumes that these insects are mostly driven by attractive 21 visual memories, which are learnt when the insect's gaze is precisely oriented toward the goal 22 direction, typically along its familiar route or towards its nest. That way, an insect could return 23 105 106
but several meters away from it may provide a rather poor match, although the current 149 direction is correct. In other words, current familiarity does not correlate with directional 150 error. Therefore, it is problematic for these models to infer a correct motor decision uniquely 151 from the current visual familiarity.
153
Typically, familiarity-based models eschew this problem by using a 'stop-scan-go' strategy: 154 at each steps the agent stops and rotates on the spot to scan multiple directions; and 155 subsequently moving in the direction that is most familiar for this particular location 156 (8, 24, 26, 27) . However, this procedure is (1) cumbersome, as it requires the agent to stop, 157 rotate on the spot (i.e. to trigger a scan) and compute the familiarity for many directions at 158 each step; (2) non-parsimonious, as it requires a three-stage process (i.e., scan/select a 159 direction/step forward) and the assumption that the agent repeatedly stores and compares the 160 familiarities across all sampled directions at each step, to select the highest one; (3) 161 unrealistic, as ants and bees do not need to scan in order to home successfully.
162 163 A substitute to physically rotating on the spot could be to perform some sort of mental 164 rotation (34). However, it is yet difficult to see how mental rotation could be implemented in 165 the insect brain. Such a feat would presumably require that visual encoding is achieved on the 166 360 visual field at once (as in (34)), but insects visual neuropils in each hemisphere seem to 167 receive almost purely projections from the ipsilateral eyes, which visual field covers around 168 180 degrees only. Also, an ability for mental rotation seems hard to conciliate with the 169 extensive physical scanning behaviours displayed by ants during moment visual uncertainty 170 (61). We decided here to remain entirely faithful to the known insect neural connectivity.
172
An alternative to performing rotations (either physically or mentally) -based on lateral 173 oscillations -has been proposed for route following (44), but as we show here proves to be 174 extremely sensitive to parameter change. This is expected as such an alternative does not 175 solve the intrinsic problem that current familiarity does not correlate with directional error. Our approach. We present here a simple and realistic solution the problem of previous 178 familiarity-based models. We assumed that navigating insects store two separate memory 179 banks in their Mushroom Bodies: one attractive -based on views learnt while facing the goal 180 direction -and one repulsive -based on views learnt while facing the anti-goal direction, that 181 is, 180° away from the goal direction; and that the output of both memory pathways are integrated downstream during navigation (figure 1). These assumptions are sensible because 183 they flow from behavioural and neurobiological observations rather than the desire to improve 184 a model. First, ants of the genus Myrmecia were shown to display regular alternations 185 between phases while facing the nest and when facing the opposite direction, suggesting that 186 they may learn both attractive and repulsive visual memories (48). Second, ants can associate 187 views with an aversive valence, triggering turns when these views are subsequently 188 experienced (62). Third, in insects' brains, it is now clear that several output neurons from the 189 Mushroom Bodies (so-called MBONs), which typically respond to learnt stimuli, convey 190 either attraction or avoidance signals (58,63-65); and that these MBON signals with opposite 191 valences are integrated downstream (66-68).
193
We explored the effect of these assumptions using views taken from virtual reconstructions of 194 ants' natural outdoor environments (69). Our results show that such an integration of visual 195 memories is akin to an opponent process, and provides a qualitative gain in navigational Results and discussion 206 The performance of insect visual navigators is typically thought to be based on visual 207 memories acquired while facing in the correct goal direction (8, (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) 35, 36, 38, (70) (71) (72) . This 208 is strongly corroborated by the learning walks and learning flights of ants (12,14,46,47), bees 209 (41,44,45) and wasps (42,43), where the individuals regularly turn back and look towards the 210 goal direction, thus storing the information necessary to subsequently return to it. Indeed, with 211 such a memory bank of goal-oriented views, the most familiar direction of each location tends 212 to be directed along the route or towards the nest, resulting in 'familiarity flows' across space 213 converging towards the goal (Figure 2A , left; as in (30-32,34)). Thus, all the insect needs to 214 do to reach its goal is, at each location, to walk forward in the direction that presents the most 215 familiar view (24,27,28).
216
The drawbacks of using only goal-oriented views 217 The problem of using only 'goal-oriented' visual memories becomes apparent when mapping 218 the familiarity of multiple locations if facing in only one direction ( Figure 2B ): with goal-219 oriented views only, familiarity increases as one gets closer to a location where a view facing 220 in that same direction had been memorised ( Figure 2B , left). As a result, the familiarity of a 221 given view tends to correlate with distance from the nest but not with the angular difference 222 from the nest direction ( Figure 2C , left). That is to say, without scanning multiple 223 orientations, familiarity does not reliably indicate whether one should turn or carry on straight 224 ahead. For instance, we show that a view that is correctly oriented towards the goal can 225 present the same familiarity as a view that is poorly oriented (180° opposite) from the goal 226 (black and white squares in Figure 2B , left). To summarise, when using goal-oriented views 227 only, one can infer the correct direction by scanning multiple directions at a given location 228 (Figure 2A , left), but the familiarity of a given view, taken alone, is not informative about the 229 current directional error and thus cannot be used directly for steering ( Figure 2B , left).
231
Opponent processes in visual memories 232 We show here that the need for scanning can vanish entirely when assuming the co-existence 
242
This provides several benefits. First, at a given location, recovering the correct direction 243 through scanning is facilitated because anti-goal memories tend to make anti-goal directions 244 all the more repulsive, which thus increases the difference between incorrect and correct 245 directions ( Figure 1B , right). Second and most importantly, a single view is informative: 246 across locations, views oriented towards the nest appear attractive, while views oriented away 247 from the nest appear repulsive ( Figure 1B , right). In other words, the 'opponent familiarity' 248 resulting from such an integration is not correlated with distance from the goal but with the 249 current directional error ( Figure 1C , right) and can thus be used directly for steering ( Figure   250 3).
251
The concept of integrating goal and anti-goal visual memory pathways is to some extent In much the same way, we propose here that 'opponent familiarity neurons' receive excitatory 261 input of the familiarity based on the memories stored in one direction (e.g., goal oriented 262 view) and inhibitory input of the familiarity of memories stored in the opposite direction (e.g., 263 anti-goal oriented view) ( Figure 1C ). The resulting signal provides consistency over overall 264 variations in familiarity across locations. For instance, as one is getting closer to a familiar 265 location, both inhibitory and excitatory familiarity pathways decrease but the sign of their 266 difference stays alike. As a result, the opponent familiarity obtained is quite insensitive to 267 variation in distance from the locations at which memories have been stored, but correlates 268 remarkably well with the current directional error ( Figure 2C value is a tricky question, and this is why models using only attractive view without scanning 279 are very sensitive to parameter calibration ( Figure 3 ). This problem disappears when using an 280 opponent process since the resulting 'opponent familiarity' is always relative to the two 281 measurements: determining which of the two signals is stronger tells whether one is well 282 oriented or not. In other words, instead of knowing 'how good is the current familiarity', the 283 navigator assesses if 'the current view matches better with a good or a bad direction'. As a 284 result, a glance in a single direction is sufficient to inform the decision to turn, or rather go 285 forward.
287

Opponent visual memories enable robust navigation 288
To test whether the opponent process in visual memories is actually helpful for navigation, we 289 implemented it in a simple agent navigating in reconstructions of ants' natural environments 290 ( Figure 1D , Figure S2 ). The goal of the following section is not to provide an exhaustive 291 exploration of such a system, but to serve as a proof of concept that implementing two 292 opponent memory banks in a navigating agent can be quite useful and straightforward. We This is because, as long as the agent stays on the familiar route, visual familiarity is higher 302 when the currently faced direction is aligned with the correct route direction. 303 However, our parameters exploration shows that this 'attractive-views only' model is In contrast, when equipped with two memory banks acting as opponent processes, homing 310 performance becomes much higher. Not only is the agent more accurate in searching at the 311 goal location but homing becomes much more robust to variations in location ( Figure 3A, B) 312 and larger displacements, with successful homing from up to 16 metres in our Australian 313 world given a learning walk spanning up to 2 meters around the nest ( Figure 3D , Figure S1 ).
314
In other words, with the opponent process strategy, the agent is able to home robustly even 315 when not inside a route corridor. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, homing becomes 316 remarkably robust to changes in parameters ( Figure 3D ). Basically, it operates as long as the 317 gain is above a given threshold value (Figure 3 D) . Briefly, 'gain' is a single-value parameter 318 that converts a familiarity value into a turn amplitude, see Methods for details. A gain too 319 small simply prevent the agent to execute sharp turns, and given that our agent is forced to 320 step forward, it cannot reorient sharply enough to search at the goal. However, a gain too high 321 seems to present no fundamental problem. An infinitely high gain makes the turn amplitude 322 extremely sensitive to minute changes in familiarity perceived and thus constrains turn 323 amplitude either to 180° (U-turn) when the view matches best the anti-nest memory bank or 324 0° (go straight ahead) when the view matches best the nest-oriented memory bank. Obviously 325 in this binary condition (0° or 180° degree turn) the agent is doomed to be moving along 326 straight line. However, providing a bit of random noise on the direction taken at each time 327 step is sufficient to enable an agent with infinitely high gain to explore novel directions, and 328 to eventually home successfully ( Figure 3C) . 329 The success of the agent is not due to the fact that it possesses twice as many memorised 330 views than the previous agent with only nest-oriented memories. Given less half the usual 331 number of memorised views (10 of each, instead of 25 attractive-only), the agent using 332 opponent process still homes well ( Figure 4C ). Furthermore, the position of nest and anti-nest 333 oriented memories can be chosen quite arbitrarily ( Figure 4A ). Even though Myrmecia 334 crosslandi ants appear to alternate regularly between nest and anti-nest facing directions (48), 335 other species may not (61,81), and indeed according to our model, it is not needed. Also, as 336 observed in ants, learning walks spanning larger areas provide larger catchment areas (82).
337
With our model, a learning walk spanning either a 0.5-metre radius or an 8-metre radius 338 enables the agent to home reliably from around 8 and 16 metres respectively ( Figure S1 ), 339 even though the number of memorised views remains the same. Interestingly, the agent still 340 manages to pinpoint the goal given a learning walk spanning only a 10-centimetre radius if 341 released in the vicinity ( Figure 4E ). Although, here the step length must be smaller than the 342 usual 20 cm to ensure that the agent does not exit the small catchment area; after all, ants do 343 tend to slow down when close to the goal (83). Also, the model is readily able to navigate in a 344 totally different virtual world such as the one reconstructed in the Spanish arid area of 345 Cataglyphis velox ants (40) ( Figure 4F ), which presents much more local clutter and no 346 distant landmarks ( Figure S2 ). Although here, because the views perceived change very 347 rapidly with displacement, we needed to reduce the step length to prevent the agent to escape 348 the familiar catchment area ( Figure 4F ).
349
Perhaps most interestingly, we observe that the memorised views need not be precisely resolution does not need to be precisely tuned either. For instance, we observe that the agent 356 still homes well given a resolution of 10°/pixel ( Figure 4D ). Obviously, we expect that a too 357 low or too high resolution would eventually disrupt the ability to home using such a visual 358 matching strategy, as investigated elsewhere (31).
359
It is important to note that we did not wish here to explore thoroughly how this particular 360 agent responds to these different variables. We rather wanted to show that the principle of an 361 opponent process in visual memories provides robust information which can be directly 362 exploited for successful navigation.
364
Neural implementation in the insect brain. 365 The idea of using two memory pathways that interact antagonistically is directly inspired by 366 insect neurobiology. Notably, recent work in Drosophila melanogaster has exposed the neural 367 mechanisms underlying the formation and expression of aversive and appetitive memories in Figure 1C ). Both 391 MBON pathways are integrated and the resulting signal is used for triggering approach (i.e., 392 inhibit turn) or avoidance (i.e. trigger turn). As we have shown, this simple scheme enables 393 robust navigation.
395
Predictions and further hypotheses 396 The idea of using such opponent memory pathways for navigation yields predictions that 397 contrast with previous models. Also, it enables us to formulate further hypotheses. We briefly 398 state some of these below.
399
-Our model implies the activation of two different reinforcer signals to categorise whether 400 views should be learnt as aversive or appetitive. One should be active while the ant is 401 roughly facing in a specific direction (e.g., towards the goal), the other while the ant is 402 facing in the opposite direction (e.g. away from the goal). One possibility is that these This should be true for all directions at both of these locations. Therefore, the current 414 model makes the counter-intuitive prediction that similar behaviour is expected when the 415 ant is located exactly at the nest and when in unfamiliar surroundings. We recently 416 verified this prediction with ants tethered on an air suspended treadmill (93). 
422
-The same nest-oriented and anti-nest-oriented memories could be used to navigate along 423 both inbound and outbound paths. To achieve this, antagonist MBONs pathways could 424 converge onto two different 'opponent integrator neurons' with opposite signs. Motivation 425 for homing or foraging, which is believed to select a given memory bank (97-100), could 426 instead select the 'opponent integrator neuron' with the correct sign. This could be tested 427 behaviourally, by looking whether a homing ants released on its outbound route tend to be 428 repulsed from the outbound direction.
429
Conclusion 430
We adapted the well-supported idea that insects continuously combine appetitive and aversive 431 memory pathways (63) to the context of ant visual navigation by assuming that ants learn both 432 attractive and repulsive views (62), when looking in opposite direction (48) . We showed that 433 this effectively results in a process analogous to an opponent process, where the resulting 434 signal is the relative difference between the two 'directionally opponent' visual familiarity measurements. Contrary to a single familiarity measurement, as usually assumed, this 436 opponent signal correlates remarkably well with the current directional error and can be used 437 directly to drive behaviour (without the need to scan) and produce robust navigation. Other 438 models, such as 'correspondence' models (22), can also benefit from using both aversion and 439 attraction components, this time across the visual field (4,72). But these models have the 440 limitation that retinotopy must be preserved in memory, which, contrary to familiarity-based The agent is assumed to have stored a collection of memorised views around the nest and 486 along a route ( Figure 1A) . During tests, the agent computes a value of visual familiarity at 487 each time step by comparing its current view to its memory bank. This is achieved by 488 calculating the global root mean square pixel difference (30) between the current view and The novelty of this model is that the agent is assumed to have two independent memory 500 banks: one 'attractive', and one 'repulsive'. The attractive memory bank includes 'learning 501 walks views' memorised around the nest while pointing nest-ward, as well as 'homing route 502 views' memorised along a straight, homebound route ( Figure 1A) . The repulsive memory 503 bank includes 'learning walks views' memorised around the nest while pointing out-ward 504 (away from the nest), and possibly 'outbound route' views (see Discussion).
505
For simplicity, N = 25 learning walk views were assumed to be sampled along a 2m radius 506 spiral around the nest and the homing route was chosen to be 10 metres long, fitting roughly 507 with observed data in Myrmecia ants nesting in this environment (48). We also ran 508 simulations with other learning walk spans: 0.5, 2 and 8 metres (see Fig. S1 ). We tested the agent using the attractive memory bank only. In such cases, the Attractive We used a single parameter (gain) to convert the overall drive into the angular value for the 564 turn amplitude. The baseline was a fixed parameter which controlled the extent of the turn 565 amplitude given an Overall drive = 0. Therefore, a positive overall drive will reduce the 566 current turn amplitude from baseline towards 0 degrees (straight ahead), while a negative 567 overall drive will increase the current turn amplitude from baseline towards 180 degrees 568 (opposite direction). The turn amplitude was clipped between 0 and 180 degrees.
570
Across time steps (t), the agent's orientation (theta) will thus oscillate between left and right 571 turns ((-1) t ). So, to update the current facing direction of the agent: At each time step, we added noise as a random angular value drawn from a Gaussian (mu = 0; 576 std = 10 degrees). This was to ensure our model is robust to the intrinsic noise of the real 577 world.
579
Once released at a given location, the agent repeats the current rules at each time step: It is useful to note that the turn performed in rule 2 represents the direction in which the 585 forward step will be performed, and not a turn performed independently from the forward 586 motion as in 'stop and scan' models.
588
We released the agent equipped with its Attractive and Repulsive memory banks (or 589 Attractive only memory bank) at different release points, and let it run in a closed loop with 590 the environment, and observed the resulting paths (Figures 3, 4) . We performed a systematic parameter analysis to determine the range of gain and baseline in 605 which the agent is able to operate. For each combination of parameters, M individual runs of 606 320 steps (enabling the agent to walk 320 x 0.2 = 64 meters) were performed from M different 607 release points, equally spaced around the nest (M = 10, i.e. one every 36 degrees around the 608 nest). For each of these individual runs, the initial walking direction was randomly picked.
609
The following parameters were varied: 610 611 1-Release distance: The release distance was varied between 0 and 32 metres away from 612 the nest, which correspond to the limits of our reconstructed world. Most agents were 613 unable to home when released at 32 metres. 614 2-Learning walk span: we ran parameter exploration simulations with three different 615 learning walk spans: 0.5, 2 and 8 metres ( Fig S1) . 616 3-Oscillator baseline: As described in the 'Oscillating agent' section, the oscillator 617 driving the turning direction has a baseline firing value. We varied this baseline 618 between 0 degrees (= no spontaneous oscillations, the agent can only up-regulate the 619 turn amplitude when the view is rather repulsive) and 180 degrees (= spontaneous full 620 U-turn, the agent can only down-regulate turn amplitude when the view is rather 621 attractive). 622 4-Gain: The turning amplitude is governed by the gain as described in the 'Oscillating 623 agent' section. We varied this gain parameter between 0 and +inf.
625
The success of each parameter combination was determined by taking the median arrival 626 distance (i.e., distance from the nest after the 320 steps) of the 10 individual agents. We chose 627 the median as it provides a good estimation as to whether the majority of agents could reach 628 the nest, while the mean would be very sensitive to the paths effected by lost agents.
630
Finally, we also investigated the robustness of using opponent process memories by adding 631 the following constraints: 
